Abstract. According to the linear elastic fracture mechanics and the virtual work principle, the elemental stiffness matrix of the diagonally cracked RC beam is derived, and the frequencies and modes of the diagonally cracked beam are obtained. The experiment is executed to verify the elemental stiffness matrix. It is given from the experimental result that frequencies would be lower after crack happen, and the influence of higher frequencies is more obviously than influence of the lower frequencies for crack, which is matched with the fact. So the experimental result is reliable. The built elementary stiffness matrix is used to calculate the frequencies and modes of the experimental beams. The maximum relative error of frequencies of calculating and experimental test is controlled in the 2.79%, and the MAC values between calculated mode shapes and experimental mode shapes are all higher than 0.9. The values of calculating with the elementary stiffness matrix built are matched well with the experimental values. So the stiffness matrix of RC beam element with a diagonal crack is applicable in calculation.
Introduction
For cracks induced by fracture of concrete, the integrity of structure is destroyed and internal mechanical sections are formed which deteriorate the stress condition, which induce continuous disasters of fracture of structures. RC beam is the basic member in structures, therefore the safety of structure is determined by whether there are cracks in RC beam. Studies of crack detection of RC beam have important theoretical significance and engineering value.
Physical parameters and dynamic characters such as frequency response function and modal parameters change for cracks. The study on crack detection in beam with these change has made a great progress. Chang et al [1] use the torsional spring to simulate the crack and get the frequencies and modes. Then the locations and depths of cracks in beam are obtained with the spatial wavelet theory. Khiem et al [2] build the method to detect cracks in beam based on frequencies using nonlinear optimized technology and eigenfunction. Patil et al [3] use spring to simulate crack and separate beams with these springs. Then damage index based on frequencies and modal energy are built to identify cracks with the help of relationship between crack depth and stiffness matrix. Tian et al [4] calculate the wave function of transient flexural wave of cracked beam. Time characters of arriving times of flexural waves with different speed are obtained with wavelet translation to get the information of cracks. Kim et al [5] deduce the analytical relationship between change of modal energy and frequencies after crack occur. The models of locating cracks and crack size detection are built to identify cracks using only few frequencies. Law et al [6] obtain some formulas to detect cracks using optimization method and strain and displacement response of cracked beam in time domain.
In the former study, the research work is mainly about straight crack modelling and detection. The diagonal crack modelling and detection in RC beam has been short of studying for its complexity mechanics and more identification parameters. Based on the mechanism of diagonal crack in RC beam, the stiffness matrix of RC beam element with a diagonal crack is derived thinking about the influence of steel bar. Then the frequencies and mode shapes are obtained with the built stiffness matrix. The validity of the stiffness matrix of cracked element has been verified by experiment.
Building of the stiffness matrix of RC beam element with diagonal crack
The stress and strain around the crack are influenced by the crack. The additional strain energy induced by crack could be obtained by integrating the stress intensity factor of the crack. In the domain of linear elastic, the displacement in the direction of the applied force can be obtained according to the Castigliano's Theory(i.e.
, is the strain energy;P is the force or force couple; is the displacement in the direction of P). The flexibility coefficient can be obtained by deriving of differentiating of the force. Then the stiffness matrix of the element with diagonal crack can be obtained according to the virtual work principle.The general strain energy of the RC beam element with a diagonal crack in fig.1 is given as:U=U 0 +U 1 (Where U 0 is the strain energy of the un-cracked element, and U 1 is the additional strain energy induced by crack).
Fig.1 Model of cracked element in reinforced concrete beam
The left section of the cracked element in fig.1 is deserved fixed constraint. The right section of the cracked element is deserved moment M i＋1 and shear force P i＋1 . Then the strain energy of the un-cracked element is given as: (1) Where l is the length of the element, and E is the elastic modulus, and I is the inertia moment of section.
Under the circumstance of plane strain, the additional strain energy of the beam element induced by crack is given as: (2) In which A is the surface area of the diagonal crack. For the rectangular section in fig. 1 , U 1 is given as: (3) Whereν is the Poisson ratio. K IS and K IIS are the stress intensity factor for the steel bar on crack section respectively [7] . Under the circumstance of biaxial stress, the stress intensity factors of the diagonal crack of RC beam are given [8] .Then the expression of C mn can be obtained:
Then the matrix flexible coefficient [C] can be obtain from C mn . According to the condition of balance in fig.1 , the following expression is obtained:
(5) The transition matrix [T] is given as followed: (6) Then the stiffness matrix of the cracked element can be obtained from the virtual work:
Experimental verification of the stiffness matrix of RC beam element with a diagonal crack
In order to verify the validity of the stiffness matrix of cracked element, the modal experiment is used with 8 RC beam. The basic parameters of concrete are tested as 28.2MPa(Compression strength of cubic specimen)、21.7MPa（Compression strength of axis）、28.8GPa（Elastic modulus）、 0.193（Poisson ratio）. The steel bar is made in Tangshan steel company. The diameters of the steel bar used in the experiment are all 10mm. The test result of mechanical parameters of steel bar is 320MPa （Yield strength） 、 485MPa （Ultimate strength） 、 28％ （Extensibility δ ） 、 63％ （Reduction of area ψ ） 、 2.33×10 fig.2 ) is used to calculate the modes of the un-cracked experimental beam. The modulus used in the calculating is modified according to the un-cracked experimental beam. The modified modulus of the beam is 29.23Gpa. Then the modified modulus and the stiffness matrix of the cracked element are used to calculate modes of cracked experimental beams. The calculating and experimental frequencies and modes are list in table.1. The error is defined as followed:
where c f is the calculating frequency, and c f is the experimental frequency. As shown in the table.1, the experimental frequencies and calculating frequencies are matched anastomotic. The maximum of the relative error is only 2.76%, which is demonstrated that the built stiffness matrix of the cracked element can be used in the simulation with the infinite element method and have high precision. Studying of experimental frequencies In table.1, frequencies of cracked beam are all less than un-cracked beam, except for the B-2 beam, which demonstrate that cracks in RC beam would low frequencies of RC beam. This conclusion is consistent with the fact , so the experiment is successful. The calculating results with cracked element also demonstrate that cracks can low the frequencies of RC beam, which is consistent with the experiment and verify the validity of the stiffness matrix of the cracked element.
Experimental results in table.1 express that the maximum of the first frequency difference between the cracked beam and un-cracked beam is 3.062Hz of B-5 beam. The second frequency difference between B-5 beam and A-1 beam is 12.279Hz. The average of the first frequency difference of 7 cracked beams is 1.712, while the average of the second frequency difference of 7 cracked beams is 7.459. The maximum of the second frequency difference between the cracked beam and un-cracked beam is 16.197Hz of B-7 beam, while the first frequency difference between B-7 beam and A-1 beam is 2.986Hz. The experimental results express that the influence of high frequency are bigger than low frequency for cracks, which consistent with the fact. The experiment is successful.
Calculating results in table.1 express that the maximum of the first frequency difference between the cracked beam and un-cracked beam is 3.21Hz of B-4 beam. The second frequency difference between B-4 beam and A-1 beam is 5.854Hz. The average of the first frequency difference of 7 cracked beams is 1.162Hz, while the average of the second frequency difference of 7 cracked beams is 5.148Hz. The maximum of the second frequency difference between the cracked beam and un-cracked beam is 8.838Hz of B-8 beam, while the first frequency difference between B-8 beam and A-1 beam is 0.814Hz. The calculating results express that the influence of high frequency are bigger than low frequency for cracks, which consistent with the experiment. So the stiffness matrix of cracked element is fit for the calculating.
Experimental results in table.1 express that the first and second frequency of B-6 beam and B-8 beam are all lower than B-2 beam. The first and second frequencies of B-7 beam are lower than B-3 beam. The reason is that the high frequency beam has single crack and the lower frequency beam has two cracks including the single crack. All of these result show that more cracks would low the frequency of the beam, which consistent with the fact [9] . The experiment is successful. The calculating results have the same tendency with the experimental results, so the validity of the stiffness matrix of the cracked element is verified.
The modal comparison between experiment and calculating results can be executed with frequency and mode shapes. According to the mode shapes, the conclusion is given that the mode shapes are coherence and the first and second modes have been obtained correctly. The local un-flat is for measuring noise.
In order to study the correlation between the experimental and calculating mode shapes, the Modal Assurance Criterion are used as followed: As we know that the values of MAC are between 0 and 1. The value of MAC is closer to 1 represent that the correlation is better. If the value of MAC is bigger than 0.9, two mode shapes are correlation. If the value of MAC is lower than 0.05, two mode shapes are not correlation. In table.5, MAC 11 is the value of MAC between the first experimental modes and first calculating modes, and MAC 22 is the value of MAC between the second experimental modes and second calculating modes. The value of MAC list in table.5 are all bigger than 0.9. The average of MAC 11 of 8 experimental beams is 0.943, and the average of MAC 22 of 8 experimental beams is 0.937, which express that the experimental and calculating modes have good correlation. Then the conclusion is given that the stiffness matrix of cracked element of RC beam is fit for the infinite element calculation.
Conclusions
The stiffness matrix of RC beam element with a diagonal crack is derived. The experiment is used to verify the validity of the stiffness matrix of cracked element in this paper. Based on experimental results, some conclusions are given as followed:
(1) The derived stiffness matrix of RC beam element with a diagonal crack can be used in the calculation of infinite element and the calculation precision is higher.
(2) The experimental method of the beam with a diagonal crack is available and have good robustness against noise.
